Oboe parts diagram

Oboes are usually made of wood, but may also be made of synthetic materials, such as plastic,
resin or hybrid composites. The most common oboe plays in the treble or soprano range.
Sound is produced by blowing into the reed at a sufficient air pressure, causing it to vibrate
with the air column. A musician who plays the oboe is called an oboist. Today, the oboe is
commonly used as orchestral or solo instrument in symphony orchestras , concert bands and
chamber ensembles. The oboe is especially used in classical music , film music , some genres
of folk music , and is occasionally heard in jazz , rock , pop , and popular music. The oboe is
widely recognized as the instrument that tunes the orchestra with its distinctive 'A'. In
comparison to other modern woodwind instruments , the treble oboe is sometimes referred to
as having a clear and penetrating voice. The Sprightly Companion , an instruction book
published by Henry Playford in , describes the oboe as "Majestical and Stately, and not much
Inferior to the Trumpet". As a result, oboes are easier to hear over other instruments in large
ensembles due to its penetrating sound. Music for the standard oboe is written in concert pitch
i. Orchestras tune to a concert A played by the first oboe. The reed has a significant effect on
the sound. Variations in cane and other construction materials, the age of the reed, and
differences in scrape and length all affect the pitch. German and French reeds, for instance,
differ in many ways, causing the sound to vary accordingly. Weather conditions such as
temperature and humidity also affect the pitch. Skilled oboists adjust their embouchure to
compensate for these factors. Subtle manipulation of embouchure and air pressure allows the
oboist to express timbre and dynamics. Most professional oboists make their reeds to suit their
individual needs. By making their reeds, oboists can precisely control factors such as tone
color, intonation, and responsiveness. They can also account for individual embouchure, oral
cavity, oboe angle, and air support. Novice oboists rarely make their own reeds, as the process
is difficult and time consuming, and frequently purchase reeds from a music store instead.
Commercially available cane reeds are available in several degrees of hardness; a medium reed
is very popular, and most beginners use medium-soft reeds. These reeds, like clarinet,
saxophone, and bassoon reeds, are made from Arundo donax. As oboists gain more
experience, they may start making their own reeds after the model of their teacher or buying
handmade reeds usually from a professional oboist and using special tools including gougers ,
pre-gougers, guillotines, knives, and other tools to make and adjusts reeds to their liking. Slight
variations in temperature, altitude, weather, and climate can also have an effect on the sound of
the reed, as well as minute changes in the physique of the reed. Plastic oboe reeds are rarely
used, and are less readily available than plastic reeds for other instruments, such as the
clarinet. However they do exist, and are produced by brands such as Legere. The regular oboe
first appeared in the midth century, when it was called a hautbois. This name was also used for
its predecessor, the shawm , from which the basic form of the hautbois was derived. The exact
date and place of origin of the hautbois are obscure, as are the individuals who were
responsible. Circumstantial evidence, such as the statement by the flautist composer Michel de
la Barre in his Memoire , points to members of the Philidor Filidor and Hotteterre families. The
instrument may in fact have had multiple inventors. The standard Baroque oboe is generally
made of boxwood and has three keys : a "great" key and two side keys the side key is often
doubled to facilitate use of either the right or left hand on the bottom holes. In order to produce
higher pitches, the player has to "overblow", or increase the air stream to reach the next
harmonic. Notable oboe-makers of the period are the Germans Jacob Denner and J. The range
for the Baroque oboe comfortably extends from C 4 to D 6. With the resurgence of interest in
early music in the mid 20th century, a few makers began producing copies to specifications
taken from surviving historical instruments. A key similar to the modern octave key was also
added called the "slur key", though it was at first used more like the "flick" keys on the modern
German bassoon. The narrower bore allows the higher notes to be more easily played, and
composers began to more often utilize the oboe's upper register in their works. Because of this,
the oboe's tessitura in the Classical era was somewhat broader than that found in Baroque
works. The range for the Classical oboe extends from C 4 to F 6 using the scientific pitch
notation system , though some German and Austrian oboes are capable of playing one half-step
lower. Classical-era composers who wrote concertos for oboe include Mozart both the solo
concerto in C major K. I and the spurious concerto in C major Hob. Many solos exist for the
regular oboe in chamber, symphonic, and operatic compositions from the Classical era. The
Wiener oboe Viennese oboe is a type of modern oboe that retains the essential bore and tonal
characteristics of the historical oboe. It has a wider internal bore, a shorter and broader reed
and the fingering-system is very different than the conservatoire oboe. Its great advantage is
the ease of speaking, even in the lowest register. It can be played very expressively and blends
well with other instruments. A variant form using large tone holes, the Boehm system oboe, was
never in common use, though it was used in some military bands in Europe into the 20th

century. Minor improvements to the bore and key work have continued through the 20th
century, but there has been no fundamental change to the general characteristics of the
instrument for several decades. The modern standard oboe is most commonly made from
grenadilla , also known as African blackwood, though some manufacturers also make oboes out
of other members of the genus Dalbergia , which includes cocobolo , rosewood , and
violetwood also known as kingwood. Ebony genus Diospyros has also been used. Student
model oboes are often made from plastic resin, to avoid instrument cracking to which wood
instruments are prone, but also to make the instrument more economical. The oboe has an
extremely narrow conical bore. It is played with a double reed consisting of two thin blades of
cane tied together on a small-diameter metal tube staple which is inserted into the reed socket
at the top of the instrument. A modern oboe with the "full conservatoire" "conservatory" in the
US or Gillet key system has 45 pieces of keywork, with the possible additions of a third-octave
key and alternate left little finger F- or C-key. The keys are usually made of nickel silver , and are
silver - or occasionally gold -plated. Besides the full conservatoire system, oboes are also made
using the British thumbplate system. Most have "semi-automatic" octave keys, in which the
second-octave action closes the first, and some have a fully automatic octave key system, as
used on saxophones. Some full-conservatory oboes have finger holes covered with rings rather
than plates "open-holed" , and most of the professional models have at least the right-hand
third key open-holed. Professional oboes used in the UK and Iceland frequently feature
conservatoire system combined with a thumb plate. Releasing the thumb plate has the same
effect as pressing down the right-hand index-finger key. This produces alternate options which
eliminate the necessity for most of the common cross-intervals intervals where two or more
keys need to be released and pressed down simultaneously , but cross intervals are much more
difficult to execute in such a way that the sound remains clear and continuous throughout the
frequency change a quality also called legato and often called-for in the oboe repertoire. The
standard oboe has several siblings of various sizes and playing ranges. The most widely known
and used today is the cor anglais English horn the tenor or alto member of the family. A
transposing instrument ; it is pitched in F, a perfect fifth lower than the oboe. The oboe d'amore,
the alto or mezzo-soprano member of the family, is pitched in A, a minor third lower than the
oboe. Bach made extensive use of both the oboe d'amore as well as the taille and oboe da
caccia , Baroque antecedents of the cor anglais. Even less common is the bass oboe also called
baritone oboe , which sounds one octave lower than the oboe. Delius and Holst both scored for
the instrument. Only heckelphones have ever been made. Not surprisingly, competent
heckelphone players are difficult to find due to the extreme rarity of this particular instrument.
Folk versions of the oboe, sometimes equipped with extensive keywork, are found throughout
Europe. These include the musette France and the piston oboe and bombarde Brittany , the
piffero and ciaramella Italy , and the xirimia also spelled chirimia Spain. The oboe remains
uncommon in jazz music, but there have been notable uses of the instrument. Some early bands
in the s and '30s, most notably that of Paul Whiteman , included it for coloristic purposes. The
multi-instrumentalist Garvin Bushell â€” played the oboe in jazz bands as early as and used the
instrument throughout his career, eventually recording with John Coltrane in Though primarily
a tenor saxophone and flute player, Yusef Lateef was among the first in to use the oboe as a
solo instrument in modern jazz performances and recordings. Composer and double bassist
Charles Mingus gave the oboe a brief but prominent role played by Dick Hafer in his
composition "I. With the birth of jazz fusion in the late s, and its continuous development
through the following decade , the oboe became somewhat more prominent, replacing on some
occasions the saxophone as the focal point. The s saw an increasing number of oboists try their
hand at non-classical work, and many players of note have recorded and performed alternative
music on oboe. Some present-day jazz groups influenced by classical music, such as the Maria
Schneider Orchestra, feature the oboe. Indie singer-songwriter and composer Sufjan Stevens ,
having studied the instrument in school, often includes the instrument in his arrangements and
compositions, most frequently in his geographic tone-poems Illinois , Michigan. The oboe is
frequently featured in film music, often to underscore a particularly poignant or sad scene, for
example in the motion picture Born on the Fourth of July. One of the most prominent uses of
the oboe in a film score is Ennio Morricone 's "Gabriel's Oboe" theme from the film The Mission.
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body and silver-colored keys, to the eye, the oboe looks like a larger version of the clarinet.
However, the two instruments differ completely in several respects. First, there are the parts
into which the player blows. The clarinet has a mouthpiece which is connected to a single reed.
Conversely, while the oboe has no mouthpiece it does have two reeds-the oboe is a double-reed
instrument. The shape of the bell is also quite different. The bell of an oboe does not extend as
far as that of a clarinet, and it is also thicker. The inside of an oboe is very narrow, indeed, with
the internal diameter of the upper portion of the upper section measuring only around 4 mm.
The diameter grows wider the closer to the bell, forming a cone. The hole for blowing into on an
oboe is narrow, so only a little bit of the player's breath can enter. In other wind instruments, it
tends to be difficult for the player if they do not have sufficient breath volume, but in the case of
the oboe, there tends to be too much breath. This is by no means easy on the player. Because
oboe players use their breath little by little, playing a long melody using a single breath is
almost like a sustained stretch of breath-holding. This causes carbon dioxide to accumulate in
the lungs during performances. Because players have to breathe in after exhaling long-held
breaths all at once, it also takes longer for oboe players to take a breath than it does for players
of other wind instruments. Musical Instrument Guide. The Structure of the Oboe What kind of

instrument is the oboe? Learn what the parts are called! The names of the different parts of an
oboe. What is the difference between an oboe and a clarinet? The opening of an oboe. The
opening of a clarinet. An oboe's bell. A clarinet's bell. The inside is very narrow! A cross-section
of an oboe. Structure What kind of instrument is the oboe? How to Play An instrument that is
difficult but worth it! Trivia Why does the oboe lead the orchestra in tuning? Do the reeds have a
front and a back? The keys recoil via springs! JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser.
You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website.
The oboe is a versatile woodwind instrument with a double reed and a long cylindrical body
with a conical bore that plays a prominent role in the orchestra. The tone produced by the oboe
can be heard distinctly, making it perfect for solo lines and featured parts. One of the key
differences between the oboe and the clarinet, which the oboe is sometimes mistaken for, is the
type of bore used. The clarinet has a cylindrical bore, while the oboe has a conical one. This
accounts for a large part of the difference in tone between the two instruments. Oboes come
apart into five main sections: reed, staple, upper joint, lower joint and bell. These pieces must
be fitted together in precise alignment for proper playing to be possible. To be the best you can
be at playing the oboe, you should know all of the usual names of the parts of the oboe and
what function they perform. You should also know how individual oboe parts can be removed
and replaced, how oboe parts should be serviced and maintained and what to do if you think a
part of your student oboe is damaged or broken. Let's learn about the anatomy of a typical oboe
from end to end. If you'd like to jump ahead, use the anatomy chart above to click a part you'd
like to read about first. The bell is the last of five sections of the oboe, and it is where the oboe's
finished tone emerges from the instrument. It is located at the bottom end of the oboe and
comes in an almost infinite selection of lengths, flares, weights, bores and more. Be very careful
when carrying the oboe out of the case or holding it at rest. You need to be sure the bell does
not bump against something and become damaged. Click to return to anatomy chart. The upper
and lower joints are where all the keys, rods and tone holes are located that create different
pitches depending on what combination of keys are pressed. These parts' conical bore inside
help give the oboe its distinctive, piercing tone. The upper joint also includes two special keys
that are used to activate two different octave ranges, known as the first octave key and the
second octave key. The octave keys allow the player to produce tones one or two octaves
higher using the same fingering. Most oboes have two of octave keys, though some have three.
If there are two, the keys produce pitches in the ranges of E5 to G 5 and A5 to C6. The first
octave key is used to access the former range and is located under the left hand thumb. Some
modern oboes have innovations in their keywork that allow the player to produce octaves
without the use of a separate octave key. The second octave key, which covers the latter range,
is located above the front keys and played with the left index finger. The finger keys activate a
rod system that covers and uncovers tone holes to produce different pitches of the scale. The
upper and lower joints of the oboe are crisscrossed by a complex network of rods that are
driven by the finger keys. The keys turn the rods and the rods in turn place or remove tiny
covers over the tone holes to produce different tones. The oboe also has two distinctive extra
keys called "octave keys" which perform a similar function to the register key on a clarinet.
However, the octave keys change the pitch by an exact octave, while register keys might
change the pitch by different intervals. Both of the octave keys are located on the upper joint.
The reed is actually made of two pieces of cane held tightly together and placed into the oboe's
staple. When the player applies air pressure and lip vibration, the cane piece vibrate together
and create standing sound waves within the inner cavity of the oboe. Many experienced players
make their own reeds, personally sourcing the cane as well as cutting and scraping it to meet
their exact specifications. The personality of the reed can factor large in the resulting tone of
the oboe. The staple is more than just a connecting element between the reed and the body of
the oboe. The shape, size and materials used to create the staple can have a profound effect on
the overall tone of the oboe. The staple is sometimes called a bocal, as it is somewhat similar to
the bocal used on the bassoon to hold its double reed. The Instrument Place Search: Search.
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